
VOTE YES TO

SAVE OUR NHS
PROTECT PATIENTS
RAISE NHS PAY!

JOIN TODAY!

@UniteWales @UniteWales@UniteWales

CYMRU WALES

UNITE’S NHS PAY VOTE IS NOW OPEN. 
CLOSES: 20/12/2022 ! PHW, BETSI CADWALADR, HEIW, DCHW, 

VELINDRE, CARDIFF & VALE, POWYS AND HYWEL DDA.
CLOSES: 22/12/2022 ! WAST, CWM TAF MORGANNWG, 

ANEURIN BEVAN AND SWANSEA BAY.

Vote YES and Post your ballot back straight away. 



OUR PAY  
IS FALLING. 
OUR BILLS  

ARE RISING. 

5 REASONS WHY WE SHOULD VOTE YES! 
1.   We are understaffed, undervalued & exhausted:  The NHS is in crisis.  

LOW PAY is driving NHS workers in Wales away and making it harder on 
you. Sort out NHS pay, and staff will stay.

2.  Our pay is falling: NHS staff in Wales have lost thousands of pounds in 
real pay since 2011, due to a decade of below inflation pay rises, frozen 
pay or tiny increases. That’s twice as much as pay has fallen in the 
private sector.

3.  Our bills are rising: Everything from food, fuel and energy are jumping 
up. We are in the amidst of the worst cost of living crisis in a generation – 
anything less than inflation is a pay cut, and we can’t afford that.   

4.  We’re not alone: This is our once in a generation chance to stand 
together to improve our pay. Union members in England and Scotland 
are also being balloted as are members of a number of other trade 
unions. Together we are strong!  

5.  We deserve better: Funding in Wales ultimately comes from the Treasury 
in Westminster.  If the Conservative government can afford to bailout 
billionaires and dole out £3.5bn worth of Covid contracts to their mates, 
they can afford to give us a fully funded cost of living pay rise – not out of 
existing NHS budgets.

NHS STAFF DIDN’T CREATE THIS CRISIS. 
WE SHOULDN’T HAVE TO PAY FOR IT NOW.  VOTE YES!

Postal ballot not arrived? Email: richard.
munn@unitetheunion.org 

Phone: 02920 394 521

The NHS pay award for 2022/23 is below inflation for almost every single 
member of NHS staff.  Many staff have received 4% or less.

With RPI at 14.2%, this is a massive pay cut. 
 VOTE YES FOR ACTION. VOTE YES FOR A SAFE NHS.

CYMRU WALES


